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ChefCollective

Seoul Bistro
Co-Owner

“ Food delivery is the future 
and we want to capitalise 
on this current trend to give 
us access to this growing 
customer base.

Operating a delivery-only 
kitchen with ChefCollective 
will allow us to rapidly 
expand, scale up and 
manoeuvre to cater for a 
larger customer base, while 
keeping our upfront and 
operational costs at a 
minimum. ”

The smart way to grow
Our kitchens are designed for speed & efficiency. Key infrastructure is pre-
installed, so you’re able to start cooking in a matter of weeks, not months.

Build multiple 
food concepts
Capture more orders with 
multiple brands in the same 
kitchen.

Minimise costs, 
maximise profit
Cut costs on front-of-house, 
labour, wasted food and 
expensive real estate.

Open a kitchen in 
less than 3 weeks
Our turn-key solution makes 
it easy to expand quickly so 
you can start cooking ASAP.

Experiment with 
low risk
Unleash your creativity in 
the kitchen without losing 
your shirt.
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We’ll save you thousands 
with our utilities and 
insurance options.

ChefCollective

We’re here to help you succeed, so we’re all about making your life as easy 
as possible. Focus on what you love doing most and leave the rest to us!

Miss Claudes Crepes
Co-Owner

“ Operating a dark kitchen 
with ChefCollective is a 
low-cost, low-risk setup. 
This allows us to test the 
southside market quickly 
and see how it performs. 

With ChefCollective, we can 
refine our processes and 
routines before opening a 
traditional offline restaurant 
and expand Miss Claudes 
Crepes to Sydney and 
Melbourne. “

Focus on what you love

Logistics
Orders delivered faster and 
more accurately, thanks to 
our on-site fulfillment team.

Equipment
Your kitchen comes 
pre-installed with major 
infrastructure.

Real estate
Designed to ensure 
maximum efficiency at 
minimal cost.

Facility mgmt.
Cleaning, maintenance, 
waste collection and 
security - all included!

Technology
Streamline all of your delivery 
orders onto one tablet. Data 
at your fingertips!

Utilities & Insurance
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Revenue after launching
a new virtual brand

ChefCollective

Supercharge your business 
Unlock your potential with multiple brands and sales channels. Customer 
pickup and catering drive revenue while cutting delivery platform fees.

Fully integrated
Connect with all major delivery 
platforms from day one. We’re 
constantly improving our tech.

Multi-channel
Maximise your customer-base 
through all major delivery 
platforms, pickup and catering.

Virtual brands
Launch multiple brands from the 
same kitchen to rapidly increase the 
profitability of your business.
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Join the next generation of 
Australian restaurants today.
P.  1800 220 827
E.  info@chefcollective.com.au
www.chefcollective.com.au
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Frequently asked questions

What is ChefCollective?

ChefCollective is a network of “Smart Kitchens” - commercial kitchens 
built specifically for delivery and pickup. They’re located within the 
delivery radius of a high volume of online customers, rather than high 
foot traffic areas. There’s no physical storefront or dining area, so you 
only need a few back-of-house staff members to fulfill online orders.

How does a smart kitchen work?

In a smart kitchen, your restaurant is focussed on delivery & pickup, 
rather than dine-in. When eaters order your food online, you’ll prepare 
it from one of our kitchens, and hand it off to our fulfillment team to 
get the order to your customer. This gives restaurateurs a low cost, 
high efficiency model to get the most out of delivery.

Why are smart kitchens becoming so popular?

Smart kitchens are rising in popularity because they’re a lower cost 
alternative to operating a traditional restaurant. They’re also focussed 
on delivery, which has grown 300% faster than dine-in since 2014. That 
means restaurateurs are using smart kitchens to future-proof their 
business and accelerate growth.

How much does it cost?

ChefCollective’s prices vary by city, space, and services. Compared to 
a traditional restaurant, they’re a much lower cost alternative on both 
upfront capital and ongoing operating costs. You can get started in 
one of our kitchens with as little as $15K, instead of up to $1M+ for brick 
and mortar buildout.

Are smart kitchens profitable?

Yes. Smart kitchens allow restaurateurs to increase profitability by 
cutting costs on labour, overheads, and wasted food while reaching a 
higher volume of customers ordering online. Plus, you can run multiple 
virtual brands out of a single kitchen to increase revenue without the 
extra overhead.

How does ChefCollective help your restaurant grow?

ChefCollective help restaurateurs grow their business by giving them 
the tools to do delivery right. The way we dine has changed, and 
smart kitchens allow restaurant operators to capture greeter demand 
without sacrificing their bottom line. They’re also a great way to 
expand to new markets quickly and cost-effectively.


